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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, the energy sector is facing a huge demand that needs to be covered. Wind
energy is one of the most promising energy resources as it is free from pollution, clean and
probably will arise as one of the main energy sources to prevent global warming from
happening. Almost 10% of the global energy demand is coming from renewable
resources. By 2050 this percentage is expected to grow to 60%. Therefore, efforts on
wind turbine technology (i.e. reliability, design…) need to be coped with this growth.

Currently, large wind energy projects are usually carried out in higher altitudes and cold
climates. This is because almost all of the cold climates worldwide offer profitable wind
power resources and great wind energy potential. Operating with wind turbines in cold
climates bring interesting advantages as a result of higher air density and consequently
stronger winds (wind power is around 10% higher in the Nordic regions). Not only
benefits can be obtained but extreme conditions force to follow harsh conditions. Low
temperatures and ice accretion present an important issue to solve as can cause several
problems in fatigue loads, the balance of the rotor and aerodynamics, safety risks, turbine
performance, among others. As wind energy is growing steadily on icy climates is crucial
that wind turbines can be managed efficiently and harmlessly during the time they operate.

The collected data for the ice detection, de-icing and anti-icing systems parts was obtained
through the company Arvato Bertelsmann and is also based on scientific papers.
In addition, computer simulations were performed, involving the creation of a wind
tunnel under certain conditions in order to be able to carry out the simulations (1st at
0ºC, 2nd at -10ºC) with the turbine blades rotating in cold regions as a standard operation.

In this project, Computational Fluids Dynamics (CFD) simulation on a 5MW wind turbine
prototype with ice accretion on the blades to study how and can change, also
different measures of ice detection, deicing and anti-icing systems for avoiding ice
accumulation will be discussed. Simulation results showed a logical correlation as
expected, increasing the drag force about 5.7% and lowering the lift force 17,5% thus
worsening the turbine's efficiency.
Keywords: renewable energy, wind turbine, ice accretion, flow simulation, CFD, wind turbine
performance, anti-icing methods, de-icing methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1

PRESENT AND FUTURE

When installing wind farms in CC markets a large number of factors have to be
taken into account compared to a non-extreme climate. In those cases, the risk of
ice formation on the wind turbine blades is high and this leads to economic losses
due stopping the turbine for avoiding turbine damage risk, loss of efficiency in the
blades, among others. [1]
This can adversely affect and from an important way to productivity and profitability
of the project itself. However, CC wind potential energy is 10% higher than other
territories as a result of increased air density at lower temperatures. [2]

Figure 1. Cold climate markets 2015-2020 (chalmers.se)

Solutions for this problem come from either stopping the windmill or equipping
turbines with intelligent anti-icing systems, able to remove adhered ice by different
ways depending on the chosen system.

1.2

AIM AND GOAL

The objective of the project is to study and compare different ice detection system
based on analysis of the blade i.e. image analysis, sensors, coating, paintings…
Another goal is to evaluate the variation in lift and drag coefficients because of the
losses caused by iced blades in flow simulation with Computational Fluids
Dynamics software.
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2 THEORY
2.1

METHOD

The first step that was carried out was to see what technologies existed in the wind
market. Secondly, the extraction of information from scientific papers to find out
what were the last findings concerning icing topic. Another important step was to
contact Arvato to get direct information from wind energy companies. All in all, the
most important and interesting information was selected and gathered here.
2.2

GLOBAL AIR CIRCULATION

The earth atmosphere and the solar system determine a large dynamic system that
generates horizontal motion in the atmosphere as a result of the differential heating
of the air which causes horizontal pressure gradients. Considerable temperature
temperatures between the polar region and the equator motive the global scale
motions in the air. Moreover, besides the global wind systems, there are local wind
patterns as well like mountain valley winds and sea breezes. Direction and velocity
depend on various factors such as pressure gradients, climate zones, local geography
(wind is stronger at the top of the hills) and planet rotation (Coriolis force).
The higher the wind, the more power the wind will contain.

Figure 3. General atmospheric circulations in
Northern hemisphere after earth rotation

2.3

Figure 2. Venturi effect on the hill

AERODYNAMICS

2.3.1 AVAILABLE POWER IN THE WIND

The energy contained in a moving flow by the kinetic energy can be defined no
matter what fluid it refers to. The equation for the kinetic energy of a unit mass of
flowing fluid, direct function of mass and velocity (square) is the following:

2

∙

∙

[1]

Therefore the power (time perspective of energy) per unit per mass flow is:

∙

∙

[2]

The power in the wind can be found substituting the mass flow [3] in equation [2]:

∙

∙

[3]

Obtaining the total available power in the wind

∙

∙

∙

[4]

As it can be seen in equation 4, power is directly related with the density of the fluid
and it has, even more, to do with speed as velocity is elevated to the cube, the faster
the fluid, the more power contains.

2.3.2

FORCES IN A BLADE OF A WIND TURBINE

There are several forces involved in the movement of the wind turbine blades, lift
and drag forces among others (See Figure 4).
Both the drag and the lift have components of the product of friction and pressure
on the body so the total resistance is given by these two forces. Ice accretion
increases drag force when ice accumulates on the blade.
|

!"|= √$ % &

Figure 4. Drag and Lift Forces acting on a wind turbine blade
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Angle between the normal in the area element and the direction of flow

The following figures show the whole force scheme in a blade segment. (Section B-B’)

Figure 5. Velocities and forces diagram in a rotor blade

Figure 6. Forces in a rotating wind turbine
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2.3.3

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The principle of operation of a wind turbine starts with the airflow inciding (AOA)
in the blades and is divided into two currents (see Figure 7); one that circulates on
the top of the blade profile and another through the bottom, therefore, the
velocities of the currents of air on both sides are different and as a result the
pressure on both sides is different. At the top of the blade the speed is higher and
therefore there is a depression, while at the bottom the speed is lower, therefore,
there is an overpressure [1,3,4,5]. This pressure difference between the two sides
of the profile results in the appearance of the so-called lifting force L which is the
component perpendicular to the wind speed relative to the movement of the blade
(relative wind).

Figure 7. Lift force generation

To the lift force L, an aerodynamic resistance component force named D (drag) is
added in the same direction as the wind relative velocity. The resultant of these two
forces can be broken down into a tangential force - R and a normal force - Thrust.
The tangential component R acts in the direction of the movement of the turbine
shaft torque, which is responsible for the torque on the turbine shaft. On the other
hand part, the normal or thrust force does not perform any work and it must be
supported by the tower of the wind turbine.
The ideal CL/CD ratio would be infinite. A good realistic CL/CD would be 1000
(lifting force is a thousand times the drag force). Actual turbines are around 100 but
when it comes less than that the performance is deteriorated.
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2.4

ANTI ICING SYSTEMS

Accumulation of ice on blades results in circumstances that may cause damage to the
blade if not detected and de-iced early [6]. The imbalance may occur if ice is present
but not detected and removed. Stopping the turbine with a slight amount of ice
present on blades will increase the downtime of the machine, “a case of early
stopping”; or keeping the turbine running with a large mass of ice present may
imbalance the blade system and/or cause severe damage to the property “a case of
delayed stopping.” When the blades are iced, the ultimate penalty is the reduction in
power output even when the turbine is running. Moreover, there are safety risks.
A wind turbine operating in CC, therefore, needs an ice detection and de-icing
system. There are many independently available ice detection and de-icing
techniques but none are coupled or tuned together. An independently installed ice
detection system or de-icing system may only solve the ice accretion problem to a
certain extent and with only slightest improvement in the power output. The
guaranteed payback for the installed system is either questionable or takes too long
to achieve. Therefore, an ice detection technique properly coupled with a de-icing
system together with a control strategy will optimize the system in many ways.
Nevertheless, before exploring different ice detection and de-icing technologies, it
is at most important to understand what causes ice to form on the blades, what are
the conditions, what are the meteorological parameters to look for, what is the
nature of ice…
A discussion is therefore added to make the reader understand the phenomenon of
ice formation. Understanding such a phenomenon will enable the reader to more
comfortably evaluate the pros and cons of different technologies.
In the following sections, some leading, existing and in–research technology
solutions to ice accretion problems are discussed. The chapters are categorized into
four different sections:
Category
A
B
C
D

Description
Ice Forming Phenomenon
Ice Detection System
De-Icing Systems
Anti–Icing/Ice Delaying Systems
Table 1. Ice accretion technology solutions
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2.5

ICING PHENOMENON

The icing on the surface of the blade occurs due to icing conditions in the
atmosphere. These icing conditions exist when the atmospheric air contains droplets
of supercooled water.
The temperature of these supercooled droplets can be as low as –30ºC but they do
not freeze in the air because of their size. Ice accretion has different sizes, shapes and
properties and is usually characterized by the average droplet size (or Median
Volume Diameter, MVD), the Liquid Water Content (LWC), the air temperature,
the wind speed, the duration and the chord length of the blade. The ice formation
appearance varies depending on atmospheric temperature.

Figure 8. Three types of accreted ice on a NACA 0012 air foil.

The icing conditions related to wind turbine can be classified into:
•

In–cloud Icing

•

Precipitation Icing

•

Frost

2.5.1 IN–CLOUD ICING

The In–cloud conditions exist when supercooled droplets (with small MVD & LWC
and temperatures as low as –30ºC) in the fog or low hanging clouds instantly freeze
upon impact.
The ice formed is usually rough and opaque with low density and little adhesion.
The temperature and size of the supercooled water droplets will determine whether
it is soft rime or hard rime or glaze form of ice [7].
2.5.1.1

RIME ICE

Rime is usually formed when the thermal energy (released by the ice formed from
supercooled droplets impacting blade surface) is removed quickly by wind and
radiation, therefore, no liquid water is present on the blade surface [7]. Rime looks
white and breaks more easily than glaze.
7

Figure 9. Growth of rime ice [7]

Soft rime (thin, milky, flaky and crystalline) with low density and little adhesion
occurs when MVD and LWC are small and the temperature is well below 0ºC,
whereas hard rime (less milky) with high density and strong adhesion occurs
when MVD and LWC in the air are high [7].

Figure 10. Rime of tree, rime on wind turbine

2.5.1.2

GLAZE

The glaze is formed when thermal energy (released by the ice formed from super
cooled droplets impacting blade surface) is not quickly removed, and some portion
of droplets remain as liquid water and later freezes to ice. Glaze forms as a solid
clear ice since there is the very little amount of air trapped [7].

Figure 11. Growth of Glaze ice [7]
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The glaze conditions occur as a result of freezing rain or due to the accumulation of
wet snow and often depends on the rate of precipitation, the wind speed and the air
temperature. The resulting ice density and adhesion is strong.

Figure 12. Ice protrusions on the rotor blade

2.5.2 PRECIPITATION ICING

Precipitation icing occurs as, either rain or snow, and freezes after striking the
surface.
2.5.2.1

FREEZING RAIN

Freezing rain occurs when rain falls at a temperature below 0ºC on a surface.
This often occurs in relation to temperature inversion where cold air is trapped
near the ground beneath a layer of warm air. This condition can also exist on a
turbine blade when the blade has a temperature well below freezing point and
the air temperature is above freezing point.
The ice formed is usually transparent and with its amorphous and dense
structure, it clings strongly to the surface (strong adhesion).
2.5.2.2

WET SNOW CONDITIONS

These conditions exist when snow slightly liquid (wet snow) at air temperature
between 0ºC and 3ºC strike the blades surface and stick to the surface. As some
liquid water is present in the wet snow, it allows the snow crystals to bind
together when they come in contact with the surface. The wet snow has low
binding strength when it is forming and is easy to remove at that time but can
become very hard (and strong bond) if the temperatures subsequently fall below
0ºC and become difficult to remove [7, 8].

2.5.3 FROST CONDITIONS

Frost sometimes referred to as hoarfrost; exist during low winds when water vapour
solidifies on a cool surface. This condition occurs when the temperature of the
surface is lower than the dew point of the air. This causes water vapour to deposit
on the surface forming small ice crystals.
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Type of ice

Density

[kg/56 7

General Appearance

Adhesion &
Cohesion

Colour

Shape

Glaze

900

Strong

Transparent

Evenly distributed/
icicles

Wet Snow

300-600

Weak (forming)

White

Evenly
distributed/eccentric

Strong (frozen)
Hard rime

600-900

Strong

Opaque

Eccentric, pointing
wind-ward

Soft rime

200-600

Low to medium

White

Eccentric pointing
wind-ward

Table 2. Typical properties of accreted atmospheric ice [7,8]

Type of ice

Air
temperature
[ºC]

Wind speed

Droplet size

Water
content in
air

Typical event
duration

[m/s]

Precipitation icing
Glaze (freezing rain
or drizzle)

-10<

Wet snow

0<

8

8

<0

Any

Large

Medium

Hours

<+3

Any

Flakes

Very high

Hours

In-cloud icing
Glaze

See fig. 13

See fig. 13

Medium

High

Hours

Hard rime

See fig. 13

See fig. 13

Medium

Medium

Days

Soft rime

See fig. 13

See fig. 13

Small

Low

Days

Table 3. Meteorological parameters controlling atmospheric ice accretion [7,8]

Figure 13. Wind speed vs. Air temperature (Glaze,soft rime and hard rime) [7,8]
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2.6

ICE DETECTION AND DE-ICING SYSTEMS–AN
INTRO

In order for any de-icing system to work efficiently and activate timely, the system
needs to have a reliable ice detection system that can identify ice accretion fast and
efficiently. Fast detection is crucial for de-icing systems, for instance, heating deicing systems because if the heating does not start as soon as the ice is detected,
there will be power losses. Some previous research reported that to about 5–15%
loss [9].
Therefore, it is recommended to optimize the system by allowing the de-icing
system to couple with reliable ice detection systems as the performance of de-icing
systems is highly dependent on controlling ice detectors.
De-icing systems are considered active methods, which use either external or
internal systems and require an energy supply. The energy supply can be thermal,
chemical, electrical or pneumatic.

2.6.1 TRADITIONAL ICE DETECTION METHODS

Previous research (Homola et al) [9] published a complete review of ice detection
methods for wind turbines operating in cold climates. The review identified three
main requirements:
• Sensor position on blade tip [9]
• High sensitivity to detect small accretion [9]
• Ability to detect ice over a wide area [9]
As the relative wind speed of the supercooled water droplets impacting the blade is
highest at the tip, the rate of ice accumulation is usually high near the tip region.
Moreover, the tip of the blade sometimes passes through the low hanging clouds
where ice formation is instant as it contacts the supercooled droplets in the air, a
case of in–cloud ice phenomenon [9].
The sensitivity of ice detection system should be high enough to sense even a thin
layer of ice formation and send signals to activate the de-icing system. This is to
reduce power consumption of the de-icing system to melt thick and strong solid–ice
bond; reduce power losses by not detecting thin ice formation and thereby not
activating the de-icing system and to avoid shedding of large ice accumulations [9].
The ice accumulation is highest in the tip region, but not just limited to the tip
region. Different icing mechanisms occur at different sections of the body along the
length of the blade. The ice detection system should, therefore, have the ability to
sense ice over a wide region of the blade. Modelling and simulating ice stagnation
points will help the system place ice detectors at right places while minimizing the
number of equipment as well as covering full-length blade [9].
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2.6.1.1

STATIC ICE DETECTORS

ISO 12494 proposed using an ice detector consisting of a 30mm diameter cylinder
and 0.5m long that rotates slowly on a vertical axis collecting ice and giving
measurements. The method can be improved by having two detectors, one heated
for intensity and the other unheated for the duration [9].
Strengths
Easy installation (on Nacelle).

Low cost and maintenance.

Weaknesses
Wind velocity and dimensions of the
cylinder are different and far out
from the relative wind velocities and
blade dimensions giving poor
information on ice measurement.
During slight icing conditions, it takes a
long time, probably several hours,
before the ice is detected.

Table 4. Pros and Cons – Static ice detectors

2.6.1.2

POWER CURVE ERRORS

The other kind of ice detection is by comparing the power curve along with other
parameters such as temperature, relative humidity and air pressure measurements
with the normal operation power curve. A power drop of 50% is referenced as ice
forming conditions for stall regulated wind conditions [9].
Strengths
No installation required.
No cost.

Weaknesses
Not an accurate indication of ice
accretion.
Difference between actual power
production and normal operation.

Table 5. Pros and cons –Power curve errors

2.6.1.3

MULTIPLE ANEMOMETERS

Tallhaug (Tallhoug, 2003) [9] proposed a method with two anemometers; one
heated and another unheated. The method assumes that icing occurs when the
unheated wind vane will have zero standard deviation from 6–10 minutes average
and at temperatures well below 0ºC. The method showed a good correlation
between zero standard deviation from direction sensor and double anemometry
indication [9].
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Strengths

Weaknesses

Easy installation (on Nacelle).

Anemometers are placed on the Nacelle
which is lower than the tip of the blades and
hence can give the wrong indication.
Method work only at relatively mild
temperatures, around 0ºC, otherwise, the
unheated anemometers may get frozen and
stay frozen for a long period.
The actual icing event indicated by
anemometers (motion is static) is longer than
the actual icing event on wind blades
(rotational motion).
Low temperatures were found to cause
negative errors for unheated anemometers,
that is the difference between heated and
unheated anemometers did not result from
icing event.
Has the ability to produce false alarms caused
by the wind turbine wake effect.

Low cost and maintenance.

Table 6. Pros and cons – Multiple anemometers

2.6.1.4

RELATIVE HUMIDITY

Icing conditions can be estimated with relative humidity indictor when relative
humidity is high (>95%, an example in–cloud icing) combined with
temperatures (<0ºC) [9].
Strengths

Weaknesses

Easy installation

Predictions are low
Ex1: Icing events were not detected during
the same period as icing detectors
Ex2: It has been showed 33% of ice detectors
indicated ice at 84m level when relative
humidity was lower than 95% (Lakso et
al.,2003b)
Ex3: In many another cases, when relative
humidity was higher than 95% and
temperatures were well below 0ºC, icing
events did not observe (Tammelin et al.,
2005)
Table 7. Pros and cons – Relative humidity
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2.6.2 VISIBILITY & CLOUD BASE, VIDEO MONITORING AND

PYRANOMETER OBSERVATIONS
A blade surrounded by a low hanging cloud can experience in-cloud icing when
supercooled droplets impact the blade surface. This happens usually at low wind
speeds and temperatures well below 0ºC. These clouds can be detected using a
cloud base height or horizontal visibility. By estimating liquid water content (LWC)
in these clouds, one can determine the intensity of in–cloud icing [9].
Cloud Height (CH)
This cloud height can be obtained from airport observation. Airport observation
provides cloud base heights and cloudiness index on scale 1 to 8 based on cloud
intensity. When the index scale reads higher than 6/8 and the cloud base height
is lower than the height of the wind turbine, the icing is confirmed.
The cloudiness index can be used as a ratio of ice accretion intensity (Tallhaug,
2003). When cloud height (CH<200 m), the wind speed (V>0) and temperature
(T<0), the conditions are assumed to be an event of icing [9].
Visibility and Video Monitoring
By employing painted poles at distances from 50m up to 300m, the horizontal
visibility can be measured by means of video monitoring (Dobesch et al., 2003).
When visibility is < 300m, velocity > 0m/s and temperatures well below 0ºC, the
conditions are assumed to be an event of icing [9].
Or alternatively, a webcam can be used to detect ice on the rotor blade. The
the optimal position of the webcam can be in the hub, where pressure side is seen.
A webcam can be used to check blade surfaces for ice accretion before and after
icing event(s) [9].
Pyranometer
On the other side, a pyranometer is an instrument which measures the solar
radiation intensity. If the intensity is lower than 300W/m2, the conditions are
assumed to be an event of icing (Kimura et al., 2000) [9].
Others
Other detection methods include using radar and microwave radiometers which
can directly detect LWC (Battisti et al., 2005a) [9].

Strengths

Weaknesses

Data collection is easy

Ice prediction is weak.

-

Cloud height cannot be observed during foggy
weather conditions or during the night.
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-

Solar radiation intensity at higher altitudes and
during winter is too weak
Video monitoring must be continuous, requires
good visibility and expensive

-

Artificial lightning is required for video
monitoring which can have a negative visual
impact on the surroundings.
Table 8. Pros and cons – Cloud base, video monitoring, pyrometer and visibility

2.6.2.1

VIBRATION AND NOISE

The method requires connecting vibration sensors to the control system and in case of higher
than normal vibrations; the turbine shuts down [9].
Another detection method is through aerodynamic noise from the rotor blades due to small ice
accretion on its surface. A thin layer of ice on the leading edge disturbs the airflow (flow
changing from laminar to turbulent) and produces a loud noise at a frequency which can
clearly be heard (Seifert, 2003) [9].
Strengths

Weaknesses

Auto-regulation

The methods (Vibration sensor and Noise)
cannot detect ice when the
turbine is stalled

-

The changes in sound frequency for ice
identification may have
background noise and variations
Table 9. Pros and cons – Vibration and noise

2.6.3 ICE MEASUREMENT AND DEICING TECHNIQUES FOR WIND

TURBINE BLADES– ULTRASONIC & ACOUSTIC EMISSION
Organization: Penn State University (PSU)
Penn State University (PSU) has proposed a systematic solution to detect the ice
formation on wind turbine blades which uses ultrasonic sensing technology with the
advantage of wireless data transmission to an on-site host computer for analysis. The
proposed solution also considered implementation on new as well as in-service
blades.
The ice detection through ultrasonic technology is determined by the effectiveness
of ultrasonic transducers that send and receive waveforms at discrete point location
from inside the blade, not affecting aerodynamic characteristics [10].
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The technology can be extended to detect ice over a wide area using passive acoustic
emission transducers at selected points from inside the blade [10]. This extension of
a combination of active ultrasonic technique with passive acoustic emission
enhancement has the potential to detect as well remove ice.
Placement of sensors, number of sensors and distance between sensors can be tricky
considering large size of the blade; therefore, the ultrasonic/AE ice detection
method should follow a predetermined ice formation profiles obtained from either
computer models such as NASA developed LEWICE or from icing wind tunnel
experiments or know the vector flow information on wind turbine blades. Since the
formation of ice is a larger scale of the acoustic event, the sensor separation can be at
a larger distance than regular health monitoring event, thus, reducing the number of
sensors; however, the sensors arrangement will be optimized based on ice formation
profiles [10].
Modelling and simulation may be necessary to study the effects of varying
meteorological conditions prior to icing wind tunnel experiments [10]. Once the ice
formation profile is established from the results of both modelling/simulation and
experimental work or vector flow information, subsequent determination of sensor
quality and placement will be made; placing sensors inside the blade increases the
sensitivity level and would not affect aerodynamic efficiency [10]. Due to relatively
small incision area needed to place tiny sensors insides, the structural integrity of the
blade will not be an issue. Placing sensors on the hub is another alternate to placing
sensors inside the blade suggested to reduce the cost and easing installation;
however, the sensitivity level will be affected and needs to be evaluated with some
trial experiments [10].
The low frequencies from AE transducer can travel through the thin shell of the
blade and provides an ideal acoustic environment [10]. The moderate frequencies
from Ultrasonic transducers can travel through thick sections of the blade and can
measure the thickness of the ice [10]. However, these frequencies, typically 150KHz
range, are far beyond those generated by the wind turbine, 1Hz to up to 20KHz,
and as result, the lower noise frequencies generated by the wind turbine and its
surroundings can be ignored, and only the higher frequencies of the transducer can
treat as signals of measurement [10].
In the case where ice stagnation point was found to exist near the thick complex
structure in the shell or is inaccessible to sensors, a compromise will be made to
place AE sensor as close as possible to the stagnation points, however, in this
situation, the thickness of the ice cannot be measured but its presence will be
indicated [10]. The choice of passive AE detection or active ultrasonic detection or
combination of both will be made based on ice content on the blade and the amount
of sensitivity required for detecting ice [10].
The installed sensing system can be attracted to a lightning strike. To avoid that, the
amount of metal exposed to lightning strike must be reduced and the choice of
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plastic or ceramic sensors will be an option. Associated wiring, circuitry and
wireless transmission must be encapsulated with an insulating material that provides
protection during lightning strikes [10].
Since the above-mentioned detection system has the option to install on newly
fabricated blades, the installation of sensors will become part of the actual
manufacturing process. In such situation, sensors, associated wiring and
encapsulated material must withstand curing temperatures. A selection of adhesives
for bonding sensors to the laminate and resins must be considered such that their
adhesion is maintained during the curing process and other extreme temperatures
during operation [10].
Each sensor will be wirelessly connected to the gateway on the Zigbee mesh
network whose location can be either in the hub or at the control station on the
ground. The gateway wirelessly polls each sensor in the blade and the detection
measurements are sent to the computer hosting the gateway, also located in the hub
or ground station, allowing an action for the potential mitigation of ice
accumulation. The entire process of Ultrasonic/AE sensing and wireless data
transmission can be incorporated with a strategic sleep mode management system to
minimize power consumption. This intelligent wireless ice detection system permits
accurate real-time remote monitoring on wind turbine blades with quick and easy
adaptation to any new blade geometry at low cost [10].
Strengths

Weaknesses

High sensitivity level

Commercially not available, still in the
research phase

Low energy consumption

Not all portions of the blade are equipped with
AE shear actuators; only critical portions of ice
are removed. The aerodynamic profile is not
completely perfect

Claims to be easy to moderate coupling to
de-icing techniques

AE system can attract lightning strike
(Comment: however, insulation for sensors
and associated wires and cables is proposed)

Low equipment cost with easy-moderate
installation

High maintenance

Claim to be durable at all weather
conditions

Small incision required at points of sensor
placement (Comment: however, repair/patch
work after incision would not affect alter
structural integrity)

Blade health monitoring possible

High budget required for R&D
Ice expulsion is possible

Table 10. Pros and cons – Ultrasonic & Acoustic emissions
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2.6.4 ICE DETECTION AND ELECTRO–THERMAL DE-ICING FOR

WIND TURBINE BLADES
Organization: University of Quebec (UQAR); Wind Energy Research Laboratory
(WERL), Rimouski, Canada
The method consists of electrical heating element embedded inside the membrane
or laminated on the surface. The basic idea is to create a water layer between the ice
and the surface, so that once it is created; the centrifugal and other aerodynamic
forces shed the ice away [9].
These heaters can be heating wires or carbon fibres or foil type elements etc. The
flexible foil-type heating element can be applied to any blade geometry. They are
usually placed on the leading edge of wind turbine blade where the ice accumulation
is most. The whole mechanism combined with ice detection system and
meteorological data input controls the operation of the heating system [9].
Additional improvements can be made to the system by installing temperature
sensors in the turbine blade to monitor the temperature generated from the heating
elements in order to avoid overheating and damaging the composite surface.
Previous experiments on Finnish JE–system using foil type heating elements
estimated that, the power consumed by the heating system to keep the blade area
rime and ice-free was around 1.2kW/m [9], however, more recent results did
show some improvements with energy being consumed to about 0.5kW/m [9]. In
another study, a heating system used 15kW of energy per blade for a 600kW wind
turbine which corresponds to 1–4% of annual production [9](climate conditions
restrictions apply).
The strategic placement of heating elements and heating time can be optimized by
coupling the system with ice detection methods and by using predetermined ice
formation profiles for particular blade geometry for different atmospheric
conditions. More energy can be saved if the ice stagnation points on particular blade
geometry are known and limiting heating elements to only that particular area with
little penalty towards aerodynamic profile [9].
At the University of Quebec, the method uses Kapton flexible heaters as heating
elements with a wattage density of 10W/po2 (1.55W/cm2), placed
strategically over the external blade [11].
The method claims that placement and quantity of these heaters need to be
optimized according to blade geometry to characterize the surface runoff of the
melted ice and avoid shifting of icing from LE to the TE. By optimization, the
method also refers to time step or time at which the strategy needs to be applied.
The idea is to have an” ice detection system” coupled to the de-icing system such
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that when it detects significant ice over the blades surface; it triggers the de-icing
mechanism to remove ice.
On the other hand, continuous heating without assessing the presence of ice (or
without having ice detection system), may be more efficient in terms of removing
the ice, but the energy consumption is enormous with little or no payback on deicing installation.
The ice detection using vibration analysis is proposed to couple with the
electrothermal de-icing system. Modelling and simulation of different vibration
scenarios with respect to predetermined ice accretion regimes are necessary and a
correlation between vibrations to potential critical ice accretion must be made [4].
Ice accretion regimes may be acquired either using CFX or NASA developed
LEWICE or through wind tunnel experiments such that according to atmospheric
and meteorological inputs (wind speed, temperature, humidity, Liquid Water
Content (LWC), Median Volume Diameter (MVD) etc), the ice shape, size and
spread can be predicted.
Now, together with the collected meteorological data and signals from vibration
sensors (ice detection), the system is automated to trigger the de-icing mechanism.
The below schematic diagram [11] shows the overall design system:

Figure 14. Schematic diagram showing the overall design system [11]
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Figure 15. De-icing blade section and setup for de-icing analysis [12]

Figure 16. Masses and shapes of the Ice deposit for Icing event [12] / Lift and drag coefficient
for icing event [12]

Figure 17. De-Icing efficiency at two different blade positions for same icing conditions [12]
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Strengths

Weaknesses

The technology available (Comment: however, Icing of the run–backwater at the edges of the
not commercially produced yet)
heating elements forms a barrier and grow
towards LE/TE forming horn like ice
The heat required during rime accretion is
small

Heating elements can attract lightning strike
but claim no damage reported till date

Thermal efficiency close to 100% because of
direct heating

Skilled labour is required to install the system

Energy demand does not increase with blade
size

The system is expensive (however,
technology is readily available with less or no
budget allocated to R&D)

Low to Moderate level installation

Technology is still at prototype level because
of limited market

The system claims to be durable

If one heater fails, it will cause a major
imbalance of the whole system

The system claims easy maintenance

Icing of the run–backwater at the edges of the
heating elements forms a barrier and grow
towards LE/TE forming horn like ice

De-icing system is coupled with reliable ice
detection system, “System Optimized.”
Successfully implemented in the aerospace
industry for many years as well as implemented
on wind turbines since 1990
The heat required during rime accretion is
small
The technology claims that thermal efficiency is
close to 100% because of direct heating
Energy demand does not increase with blade
size
Table 11. Pros and cons - Thermal de-icing
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2.6.5 ELECTRO–THERMAL DE-ICING FOR WIND TURBINE BLADES

Organization: Kelly Aerospace
Kelly Aerospace with its roots in aerospace has developed a de-icing system for wind
turbines under the name “Thermablade”.

Figure 18. Kelly ice protection system on wind turbine blade [13]

The electro–thermal de-icing for wind turbine blades is a well established and
implemented technique for WT blades. The Kelly Wind Turbine Ice Protection
System (WTIPS) is a thin (0.787–1.1mm) durable electric system capable of
withstanding the rigours of installation, transport and mounting to the wind
turbine [13]. Because of thin construction, it eliminates airflow disruption and
operates as an energy saving pulsed heat control system [13].

Figure 19. Kelly ice protected area versus un-protected area [13]
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The method uses heating elements, the “flexible graphite heaters”, whose material
properties provide near ideal thermal capacitance and uniformity [13]. These
graphite heaters are built as a layered laminate as shown in the figure below.

Figure 20. Kelly graphite heather construction [13]

The total thickness from the outer surface down to the blade surface has a
total thickness well less than 1mm. The stacking sequence as follows [13]:

Layer Number
Starting from Top
1
2
3
4
5
6

Layer Description
The external layer of erosion protection (Tedlar Layer)
attached to the fibreglass substrate
Adhesive
Flexible graphite heater & copper conductor/connection
Adhesive
Fibreglass substrate
Adhesive–to–blade attachment
Table 12. Blade layers

The above construction does not involve any harsh chemicals and the adhesive used
is compatible to withstand temperatures of the composite curing process, 121 to
149ºC [13]. The temperatures produced from the heater are well below the typical
composite structure temperature limits. The graphite heating elements are durable
in the sense that as long as the entire web of graphite is not severed, the heater will
continue to operate until a repair is made [13].

Figure 21. Kelly’s Flexible graphite heating foil or element
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The entire graphite foil is the “element” and the entire span of the graphite web
would have to be cut to fail. Kelly’s WTIPS does not sense ice on the blade but
determines the potential for ice by measuring outside air temperature and activates
heaters [13]. Heaters are then sequenced by following a Kelly protocol to maintain
the balance of the rotor disk. As the heaters warm up the surface of the blade just
above 32ºF (0ºC), the bond between ice and the surface is weakened and the ice
sheds by the centrifugal forces or by other loads acting on the blade. In the event of
failure of one of the heater, the system sends alarm and shuts down other heaters on
the other blades to maintain the balance of the rotor disk.
These graphite heaters achieve cold–to–hot cycles with no cold spots to accumulate
ice, and the hot–to–cold cycles in quick time to reduce runback ice (ice running
down the heating element freezes later on the unprotected region forming horn type
ice at LE and/or TE).
Kelly’s WTIPS claims that a small amount of power is drawn from the wind turbine
generator itself; and depending on turbine size, the power drawn is typically from
1%–to–6% of the turbine output. The design is such that power is pulsed around
the blade disk which means the entire disk is not heated all at one time [13].
Kelly’s “Thermablade” design maintains uniform heat with no hot or cold spots. The
following infrared thermal image from Kelly demonstrates the heat uniformity in
the energized heating elements (white), recently fired zones (red) and zones which
be powered up next (yellow) [13].

Figure 22. Infra-red thermal image from energized graphite heating element [13].
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Kelly claims that the flexible graphite heating system can be attracted to a lightning
strike but the damage to electrical components of the WTIPS has the same
predictability and probable result as any electrical, mechanical or structural
component in the lightning path. Kelly Thermablade says if lightning hits a heater it
will vaporize the heater, and if the lightning hits a heater and makes its way to the
control box, there are lightning arrestors in the box. A heater mat that is struck by
lightning would need to be removed and replaced [13].
The Kelly WTIPS can be used on commercial wind turbines that generate up to 4
MW of electricity [13]. The WTIPS package generally consists of Kelly produced
and integrated components:

Primary Components:
Master Control Unit (MCU)

Power Switch Module

Graphite Blade Heaters

Associated Wires and Cables
Table 13. Primary components

Secondary Components:

24 VDC Power Controls

3–Phase Breaker (To isolate WTIPS and route power to
the blades via mechanical relays)

Analog Module

Disconnect

External 1 Phase Breaker

Heater Zone Relays

Heaters

PLC (To turn on the heaters according to software)

Relay Switch

Sensor Current

Sensor Dew Point

Sensor Voltage
Table 14. Secondary components

The WTIPS can have the option of having a radio link which can monitor the
performance of de-icing functions, data logging, system monitoring and control via
the internet.
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Strengths

Weaknesses

Successfully implemented in the aerospace
industry for many years as well as implemented on
wind turbines since 1990.

Commercially available but not mass produced.

The heat required during rime accretion is small.

The system is attracted to a lightning strike.

The system claims that thermal efficiency is close
to 100% because of direct heating.

Icing of the run–backwater at the edges of the
heating elements forms a barrier and grow towards
LE/TE forming horn like ice.

Energy demand does not increase with blade size.

Skilled labour required to install the system.

Low to Moderate level installation.

The system is expensive (however, technology is
readily available with less or no budget allocated to
R&D).

Claims to be Durable.
Claims Easy–to–moderate maintenance.
Table 15. Pros and cons – Electro-thermal de-icing

2.6.6 PULSE ELECTRO–THERMAL DE–ICING SYSTEM FOR WIND

TURBINE BLADES
Organization: Ice Code; Thayer School of Engineering, Dartmouth, NH; Guardian
Industries, Detroit, MI
The ICECODEs “Pulse Electro–Thermal De-icer (PETD)” concentrates on a smart
precise, high power pulse to the ice/substrate interface for between 0.01 to 4
seconds to heat a minimal layer of interfacial ice to just above the melting point
causing the ice to slide off a resulting thin water film [14].
Conventional thermal de-icing systems are directly connected to the ice, blade
surface and outside air temperature, causing heat losses due to conduction and
convection to a point where losses exceed to a magnitude higher than the actual
amount of heat required to melt the ice at the interface. PETD, on the other hand,
cuts losses by utilizing short heating pulse to approximately 1 µs to 5 seconds, such
that, the heat is not escaped from the interface to the environment during that short
period and only melts the minimal layer of the interface layer to shed the rest of the
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ice away by gravity. PETD, thus, offers low energy consumption compared
to conventional thermal de-icing systems [14].

Figure 24. Temperature Distribution
Near Ice/Substrate Interface [14]

Figure 23. Ice/Heater/Solid Schematic

An ice surface has a high electric charge. Ice does not simply stick to the surface; it
bonds to the surface in three different ways:
1.

via hydrogen atom themselves

2.

via electro–static bond caused by the current in the ice

3.

via weak van der Waals forces

PETD claims that “there are no special coatings to suspend these three forces and that is why
the search for ice-phobic coating has failed.” [14]

Strengths

Weaknesses

Successfully implemented on the automobile,
power lines, refrigerators and air–
conditioning, composite, wings, metals, glass
etc for many years

Less commercially adapted for wind turbine
blades

The heat required to melt interface layer of
ice/solid is very minimal

Icing of the run–backwater still an issue

PETD system releases ice in 1 to 4 seconds
with instant results

R&D for wind blades required

Negligible heat losses due to conduction and
convection process–short heat pulse

The system is attracted to a lightning strike

Cost efficient and lightweight

The system is not coupled to ice detection
system

Claims Durable

High ice expulsion possible

Claims Easy maintenance

Not all areas of the iced blade are covered

Table 16. Pros and cons- Pulse electro–thermal de–icing system
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2.6.7

DEVICE AND METHOD FOR HEATING AND DEICING WIND
ENERGY TURBINE BLADES

Organization: Thermion Systems International, Stratford, Conn.
The method follows the similar lines of electrothermal technology, heating and
deicing the wind turbine blades using electrically conductive fabrics to break the
bond between ice and the surface and displacing the ice [15].
The method claims that fabric heaters can be integrated internally, externally or
partially internal and external distributing even amount of heat to the surface.

Strengths

Weaknesses

The system claims that thermal efficiency is
close to 100% because of direct heating.

Icing of the run–backwater at the edges of the
heating elements forms a barrier and grow
towards LE/TE forming horn like ice.

Energy demand does not increase with blade
size.

Heating elements can attract a lightning strike.

Claims to be in the range of Low to Moderate
level installation.

Skilled labour required to install the system.

Claims Durable.

The system is expensive (however, technology
is readily available with less or no budget
allocated to R&D).
The system is not coupled to ice detection
system.

Table 17. Device and method for heating and deicing wind energy turbine blades

2.6.8 WIND TURBINE BLADE WITH A SYSTEM FOR DEICING AND

LIGHTNING PROTECTION
Organization: LM Glassfiber A/S, Lunderskov (DK).
Patent No: US 6,612,810 B1 Sep.2, 2003
The method consists of two electric conductors extending in the longitudinal
direction of the blade, and one or more electric heating elements (metal foils) for
heating and melting the ice. The heating elements are connected to the two electric
conductors and can be integrated internally or laminated on the surface [16].
The lightning receptor at the tip of the blade is electrically connected to a third
conductor which is earthed at the blade root to discharge the current from a
lightning strike. The first two conductors, to which heating elements are connected,
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are in turn connected through the spark gaps adjacent to the lightning receptor
and earthed at the blade root [16].

Figure 25. System schematic top-view [16]

The first and second electric conductors are arranged in the wall of the turbine blade
towards LE and the third conductor is inserted in a cavity as shown in the figure
below [16].

Figure 26. System schematic- airfoil view
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The method, thus, claims that the deicing heating system (heating elements) and the
blade is protected against lightning where the current is primarily carried through
the third conductor to the ground. In addition, at electric arc formation in the spark
gaps, the first two conductors carry the current to the ground [16].
The method claims that the potential difference across the heating elements during
the lightning event is always zero causing no damage to the heating elements or
blade [16].
Strengths

Weaknesses

Method claims to protective from a
lightning strike

Icing of the run–backwater at the edges
of the heating elements forms a barrier
and grow towards LE/TE forming horn
like ice

The system claims that thermal efficiency
is close to 100% because of direct heating

Skilled labour required to install the
system

Energy demand does not increase with
blade size

The system is expensive (however,
technology is readily available with less
or no budget allocated to R&D)

Claims Low to Moderate level installation

The system is not coupled to ice
detection system

Claims Durable
Table 18. Wind turbine blade with a system for deicing and lightning protection
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2.6.9 ICE DETECTION AND VIBRATION CONTROLLED DE-ICING FOR

WIND TURBINE BLADES
Organization: University of Quebec (UQAR); Wind Energy Research Laboratory
(WERL), Rimouski, Canada
A deicing method for wind turbine blades based on controlled and induced
vibrations set by actuators was proposed by Wind Energy Research Laboratory
(WERL) based at the University of Quebec (UQAR), Rimouski, Canada.
This method is relatively new and is in the initial stages of research and development
and requires further testing [11].
The fundamental principle of the method is to tackle icing and additionally
aeroelastic problems by equipping the turbine blade with adaptive dampers. These
dampers in ADS (Adaptive Damping System) can modify the damping coefficient
values such that the optimized vibration frequencies that do not cause aeroelastic
effects (such as flutter) take place and produce shock waves to remove ice accretion
on the blades [11].
First, modelling of frequencies (not to cause blade fluttering) is necessary and then a
correlation between induced frequencies and the corresponding damping coefficient
values of ADS must be made in order to avoid aeroelastic flutter. Online
modification of the ADS (Adaptive Damping System) will further enhance the design
[11].Second, a design tool is required to model different vibration scenarios with
respect to ice accretion regimes to induce necessary vibration frequencies to remove
different icing shapes and sizes. This will cause the whole blade to vibrate to break
off the ice as opposed to the existing method, such as acoustic emission models, that
only allows removing ice at some portions of the blade. Ice accretion regimes may
be acquired either using CFX or NASA developed LEWICE or through wind tunnel
experiments such that according to atmospheric and meteorological inputs (wind
speed, temperature, humidity, Liquid Water Content (LWC), Median Volume
Diameter (MVD) etc), the ice shape, size and spread can be predicted [11].
Based on above inputs and coupled with sensors placed inside the blade (to detect
ice), the system will command an ADS to modify its damping coefficient accordingly
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to either avoid aeroelastic phenomenon or induce purposeful vibrations to remove
ice deposits. The following schematic diagram shows the overall design system
[11].

Figure 27. Schematic of overall design system proposed [11]

Strengths

Weaknesses

The system claims low cost (comment:
however, the cost goes up as
technology is new and requires more
R&D work)

Technology not readily available

System claims Durable

Large-scale R&D required

De-icing system is coupled with reliable
ice detection system, “System
Optimized.”
Ice is removed from all over the blade,
unlike thermal or acoustic deicers
Aeroelastic problems such as “flutter”
can be monitored and avoided
Table 19. Pros and cons- Ice detection and vibration controlled de-icing
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2.6.10 DEICING DEVICE FOR WIND TURBINE BLADES

Organization: General Electric Company Inventors: Bo Thisted et all, MS (US).
Patent No: US 6,890,152,B1. May 10, 2005
The method consists of allowing at least a portion of the blade, preferably outer
50% of the blade, to vibrate and break the ice in the event of ice accumulation [17].
The system uses one or more vibrators or acoustic wave generators (e.g. sonic
horns) embedded within the blade which causes the blade to vibrate for a period of
time to remove the ice as shown in Figure 28. These vibrators or acoustic wave
generators can be controlled and coupled with ice detection systems. When the ice
detection system detects ice on one or more portions of the blade, one or more
vibrators can be activated accordingly. Alternatively, one or more blades can be
vibrated at the same time [17].
According to an embodiment of the patent, the vibration actuators or vibrators may
be located:
•

Within the blade towards LE, to vibrate the full or certain
portion of the blade, preferably outer 50% or 25% of the blade
(Or)

Figure 28. Perspective and cross-section views showing vibration actuators [17]
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•

At the root section which may mechanically resonate the full
blade shedding ice from all over the blade

Figure 29. Perspective and Cross–Section Views Showing Vibration Actuators [17]

Strengths

Weaknesses

Not affected by a lightning strike

Large-scale R&D required

Ice can be removed from all over the blade,
unlike thermal or acoustic deicers

Aeroelastic problems need to be addressed
and controlled

Table 20. Prons and cons - Deicing device
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2.6.11 INTELLIGENT BLADE ICE DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT

Organization: Moog Insensys Ltd., Southampton, UK
Moog Insensys has designed a new system for measuring ice accretion on wind
turbine blades, both while in service and on the ground. Moog Insensys system
measures the mass of the blade directly and indicates the presence of ice by
observing an increase in blade mass due to ice accumulation [18].
Moog Insensys uses “Fiber Optic Rotor Monitoring System (RMS)” that can retrofit
existing wind turbines, can be easily installed by Moog or customers after training.
The following figure shows the schematic of the system configuration:

Figure 30. Moog Insensys Ice Measurement System [18]
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A schematic explanatory of how the RMS ice measurement system works on the
wind turbine blade is shown in the following figures:

Figure 32. Rotating Blades (Time Domain Analysis of
Bending Moments)–The Insensys RMS System
Measures the Amount of Bending in the Root of
the Blade. When the Turbine is Rotating this
Gives a Sinusoidal Signal [18].

Figure 31. Stationary Blades (Frequency Domain
Analysis of Resonant Frequency)– With Gentle
Breeze (>3 m/s), the Blade Vibrates with a
Characteristic Resonant Frequency. RMS
Measures this Vibration when the Turbine is
Stationary [18].

For rotating blades, when there is ice on the blade, the amplitude increases which
imply the presence of ice and turbine can be stopped. For stationary blades, the
frequency changes when there is ice on the on the blade and turbine can be stopped.
Once the signal comes to the normal signature, the turbine can be restarted. In both
the cases, an automated start-stop mechanism depending on the signals can be
implemented [18].
The following figure shows the overall communication and data access system from
Moog Insensys:

Figure 33. Setup Consisting of: Direct Connection via Slip Rings, GPRS
Connection to Moog Insensys, Wireless Connection to Nacelle [18]
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Previous experiments conducted in a wind farm (of MW class turbine size) using
Moog’s RMS analysis are presented below.

Figure 34. RMS analysis showing ice signal for both turbines over the same period (OctoberDecember 2009). [18]

From the above figure, Moog confirms that the correlation between two turbines is
significant as they both provide the same signal output, indicating the presence of
icing conditions in the wind farm and on the blades.

Figure 35.RMS Analysis Showing Ice Accretion from both Stationary and Rotating Wind Turbines at Similar Conditions [18]
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The following figure shows the correlation between visual ice levels and RMS signal
variations to ice accretion to confirm the level of prediction accuracy on RMS
machine.

Figure 36. RMS Analysis to Correlate Visible Ice Level to Variations in Signal Level [18]

Strengths

Weaknesses

Successfully implemented on wind turbine blades

Ice detection is not coupled to de-icing and may
require further R&D

Claims that payback on the system will be in less
than 12 months

High downtime is involved while ice slowly melts

Cost efficient

Exact location and quantity of ice is not measured

Durable

The system is attracted to a lightning strike

Claims Easy installation and maintenance

Ice expulsion is possible

Equipped to better manage at wind farms
The system has capabilities to monitor and
diagnose other potential turbine faults such as
blade damage, yaw alignment, torque imbalance,
blade imbalance
Turbine condition monitoring is possible
(Comment: According to the Moog, already
delivered to customers with this capability)
Table 21. Pros and cons - Intelligent blade ice detection
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2.6.12 WARM AIR BLOW DE-ICING SYSTEM FOR WIND TURBINE

BLADES
The method suggests blowing warm air into the rotor blade with special tubes or
channels while at stationary. The blowers are either located in the root of each blade
or inside the hub. The idea is to deliver hot air from blowers such that heat travelled
through the tubes circulates inside the blade and heats the laminate. This develops a
water film between the ice and surface, breaking the bond between ice and surface
and subsequently shedding the ice by means of centrifugal forces [9].

Figure 37. Schematic of hot air blowers

Previous experiments revealed that a 7kW hot air blower per blade (850kW wind
turbine) consumed only 1% of the total power output [9]. The system may
consume more than 1% of total power output in the events of high wind speed and
low temperatures. As the blade length and size increases, with blower situated in
the root section, more heat needs to be pushed and transferred through the surface
and to the tip of the blade where the highest heat is needed due to large snow
accumulation and therefore consumes more energy [9].
This system is best suited for mild climates where icing occurs mainly at
temperatures close to 0ºC.
Since the system is installed internally, the blade’s aerodynamics is not affected.
Furthermore, the system has no negative effect on the lightning protection system.
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Strengths

Weaknesses

Consumes only 1% of the total power
output.

Consumes a lot of power at high wind speed
and low temperatures.

Relatively low temperatures of the warm air
(80–120 Deg C) are suitable for the de-icing
process for mild snow climates.

More heat needs to push (till tip region) and
transferred through the thickness to the
surface.

The aerodynamic profile is not affected.

As this system works once the ice is accreted,
ice throw is an issue.

The system has no negative effect on the
lightning protection system.

Thermal efficiency is low (about 30%).

The study assumes the method is costefficient.

Heat source (air blower) typically located at
the blade root or hub while the highest heat
fluxes are needed at the tip of the blade (due to
large ice accumulation).

The study assumes the easy installation.

Not commercially mass-produced.

Table 22. Pros and cons - Warm air blow de-icing system
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2.6.13 FLEXIBLE PNEUMATIC BOOTS DE-ICING SYSTEM FOR WIND

TURBINE BLADES
Contact Organization: Goodrich Aerospace
The fundamental idea here is to inflate the flexible pneumatic boots to break the ice
bond and shed the ice. In the non–inflated state, these boots lay flat and conform to
the shape of the blade. When significant ice is detected, these flexible boots are
inflated using compressed air. The inflation cycles last for a few cycles to shed the
ice completely. The system then deflates by applying vacuum.
Previous lab tests on 1.5 MW wind turbine have shown good results. Tests
indicated satisfactory ice shedding on glaze ice formation above –10º Celsius and
residual ice at temperatures between –10º and –20º Celsius. During operation, the
residual ice has been removed due to blades vibration and centrifugal forces [19].
The disadvantage comes from its external installation with quick inflating–deflating
cycles with a loss in vacuum, and/or centrifugal loads at the outer radius of the
pneumatic system inflating the boots itself, all affecting the aerodynamic
performance.

Figure 38. Schematic of de-icing bots inflation [19]

Strengths

Weaknesses

De-icing on wind turbine applications has
equivalent ice shedding performance as
conventional aircraft de-icers as tested by
Goodrich on 1.5 MW wind turbine rotor
blade in the laboratory.

Not field tested or commercially produced.

Satisfactory ice shedding achieved on glaze ice
at temperatures above –10 Deg C.

Pneumatic boots installed externally may alter
aerodynamic profile when inflated or deflated.

Low energy consumption.

High maintenance and expensive.
Centrifugal forces at the end of pneumatic
boots may inflate the system.
Ice expulsion is high.

Table 23. Pros and cons - Flexible pneumatic boots de-icing system
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2.6.14 ELECTRO IMPULSIVE/EXPULSIVE DE-ICING SYSTEM FOR

WIND TURBINE BLADES
Contact Organization: Goodrich Aerospace
The method consists of very rapid electromagnetically induced vibration pulses in
cycles that flex a metal abrasion shield and crack the ice. When current is applied to
the coil (location pre– determined) magnetic field is created between the coil and
the structure, causing rapid movements in the ice/solid interface leading to ice
expulsion [9].
A certification has been issued for use on Raytheon’s Premier I business jets and
Hydro– Quebec for transmission lines. The system claims to be efficient,
environmentally friendly, consumes less energy, causes no interference with Hertz
transmission and is easily automated. However, this system has never been tested
or implemented on wind turbines [9].

Strengths

Weaknesses

The system is efficient, environmentfriendly

Technology is new, not commercially
produced

Low energy consumption

Not yet tested on wind turbine blades

Easily automated

Ice expulsion is a problem

Table 24. Pros and cons -Electro impulsive/expulsive de-icing system
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2.6.15 OFFSHORE WIND TURBINE WITH DEVICE FOR ICE

PREVENTION
Contact Organization: LM Glassfiber A/s, Lunderskov (DK)
US Patent No: US 7,802,961 B2. Sep. 28, 2010
The patent discloses the ice prevention method for offshore wind turbines. The
method utilizes a pump and a hose embedded with nozzles on the upper side of the
delivery as shown in the figure, to direct seawater from the sea to the surface of
the blades and prevent icing on the blades [20].

Figure 39. Schematic View of Offshore Wind Turbine Ice Prevention System [20]

The fundamental idea behind the technique comes from the fact that sea water
contains salt which has a lower freezing point than fresh water. The sea water when
directed or sprayed on to the surface of the blades will cause the ice to melt down.
Moreover, further ice accumulation is prevented as sea water sprayed on to the
blade surface leaves behind salt on the surface after evaporation [20].
The nozzles can spray sea water while the turbine is running so that all three blades
can prevent icing.
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According to the embodiment of the patent application, the nozzles can also be
placed in the nacelle facing the rotor plane, so that, the surface of the blades can
always be supplied with seawater irrespective of yaw direction, and, continuously
preventing them from icing [20].
The method adopts one or more nozzles in the nacelle or hub or attached to a tower
to generate a cloud from drops of seawater in front of the rotor. According to one
embodiment, a control system coupled with ice detection system can be adapted to
activate the pump and nozzles before and after icing event, thus serving the purpose
of preventing and melting the ice [20].

Strengths

Weaknesses

The system has no effect from a lightning
strike

Ordinary sea water freezes at –3ºC. The nozzle
and hose may get frozen and not work well
during extreme snow conditions

The system takes the advantage of seawater
with no additional material required

Salt left behind on blade surfaces may cause
erosion damage

System is efficient, environment friendly
Low energy consumption
Can be automated depending ice accretion
data
The system has the ability to use an appliance
which increases the salt concentration.
(While pumping, water can evaporate and
spraying large concentration of salt on to the
blade surface).
Table 25. Pros and cons- Offshore wind turbine with a device for ice prevention
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2.7

PASSIVE ANTI–ICING/ICE DELAYING SYSTEMS

Passive anti-icing systems are classified into:
1.

Special coatings

2.

Black Paint

3.

Chemicals

4.

Flexible Blade/Active Pitching

2.7.1 SPECIAL COATINGS

Ice–phobic coatings prevent ice from sticking to the surface because of their antiicing property. On a hydrophilic surface,water does not freeze in the areas where
the surface temperature is kept higher than the water freezing temperature
[21].While, super–hydrophobic coatings do not allow water to remain on the blade
surface because of repulsive features. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) ,
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and Wearlon are some materials known for their icephobic properties. Taking the advantage of their anti-sticking property, ice-phobic
coatings allows the high contact angle of the water to pull the ice bead (due to its
own weight) off the paint surface before it has a chance to form into large icicles.
Nanocomposite coatings with polymers reinforced with minute particles provide a
high contact angle with water and thus delays or prevent the formation of ice.
2.7.2 BLACK PAINT

Black paint attracts light and allows blade heating during daylight this allows causing
the melting of the ice earlier than with others paints, especially white (light
reflection). Black paint can be used in conjunction with ice-phobic coatings.
Black paint can be used to improving performance only where icing events are nonusual and are followed by higher temperatures than 0ºC or strong sunlight.
The black paint may overheat the blades and worsen it's their mechanical properties.
However, another study shows that black blades do not overheat in the summer[22].

Figure 40. Black blades
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2.7.3 CHEMICALS

For reducing the freezing point of water coatings can be used with chemical
substances. Making use of freezing point depressant fluids will evade the freezing of
supercooled droplets.
This method will prevent the creation of ice on the wind turbine blade and keep a
thin film of water between the blade and the ice to make easier its elimination by
wind or gravity.
Those solutions require a timely application, only can be used for small surfaces and
are commonly non-biodegradable

2.7.4 FLEXIBLE BLADES

Flexible blades are flexible enough to crack the ice bond and later shed the ice.
Strengths

Weaknesses

Black paints, coatings, chemicals etc are cheap
and easy to apply.

Most of the time coatings, black paint or
chemicals are not sufficient to prevent icing.

Black paint is sufficient at sites where icing is
slight, infrequent, icing periods followed by
temperatures above 0° C or in areas with high
winter solar intensity at lower altitudes.

During sunny day’s blade temperature will be
high and can affect the material properties
when they are painted in black

No special lightning protection needed for
coatings or paints or chemicals.

Black paint allows blade heating only during
sunny days.

Easy blade maintenance and protects the whole Icing occurred even on coated surfaces
surface.
regardless of the temperature.
Materials degradation and coating becoming
porous may happen from special coatings.
Chemicals are pollutant, needs special
application and maintenance.
Table 26. Pros and cons - Passive anti-icing/ice delaying systems

This thesis has identified and briefly analyzed the key concepts of ice detection
and de-icing technologies available in the market and in development. One of
the key factors found tremendously weak in most of the technologies is the
ability of the installed systems to get attracted to a lightning strike. Other
factors such as sensitivity, system integration into the blade, control strategy,
optimization etc… were all somehow compensated in one way or the other.
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3 PROCESS AND RESULTS
3.1

SIMULATION METHOD

The modelling of the WT was made by SOLIDWORKS drawing module. Once the
measures and points of the blades were given by Arvato it was possible to carry out
the entire modelling of the wind turbine. After this, ice accretion was modelled on
the blades. Wind tunnel (326mx320mx470m) was created and working conditions
were entered (unit system, physical features as gravity, a reference axis, type of
fluid, flow type, wall conditions, thermodynamic parameters, wind velocity
parameters…).The upstream side of the rectangle is set as an inlet boundary
condition whereas the downstream side is set as a pressure outlet boundary with
two wall boundaries to both the sides of the rectangle. [23]
Finally, conditions for the WT were also introduced in order to run the CFD
simulation in the flow simulation module.
3.2

FLOW SIMULATION

The goal of the simulation is to detect how and can vary due to ice accretion
and how it affects the performance of the wind turbine.
The study is carried out from the scratch based on a prototype of a 5MW wind
turbine simulated with SOLIDWORKS 2017 software in an internal wind tunnel. A
comparison between a normal WT operating at 0º Celsius and -10º Celsius iced
WT is made. Data obtained to create the ice profile at -10ºC and conditions were
extracted from the following paper:
Turbine Size and Temperature Dependence of Icing on Wind Turbine Blades. Wind Eng. 34,
615–627 (2010). Homola, M. C., Wallenius, T., Makkonen, L., Nicklasson, P. J. &
Sundsbø.
3.3

WIND TURBINE

Figure 41. Blade profile

All the dimensions were given by Arvato company from an own prototype (drawing
at Page 62). The blades were created based in 12 airfoils along the blade. The total
length of the blade is 87.5m.
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In the following figures, different and detailed views from the modelled WT are
shown.

Figure 42. Modelled wind turbine

In order to carry out the second simulation, ice accretion (red coloured in Figure
43) on the blade profile was modelled on the wind turbine accordingly to the paper
mentioned before. Generally, the icing mass increase with the wind speed [24] at
WKH simulationV wind velocity will always EHRI10PVWKHUHIRUHWKHVDPHPDVVRI
LFHZLOOEHPDQWHLQHGLQERWKVLPXODWLRQV

Figure 43. Ice accretion on blade wind turbine (red coloured)
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4 DISCUSSION
Conditions for each simulation need to be defined. For each simulation, a large number of
iterations (350) were executed before the sought-for accuracy was obtained. [25]
Conditions for the first scenario are:
FIRST SIMULATION CONDITIONS
Rotation blade speed

12rpm (1.2566 rad/s)

AOA

81º

Wind speed

10m/s

Temperature

0ºC (273.15ºK)

The density of air ρ

1.2922 kg/56
Table 27. First simulation conditions

On the other hand, the conditions for the second scenario are:

SECOND SIMULATION CONDITIONS
Rotation blade speed

12rpm (1.2566 rad/s)

AOA

81º

Wind speed

10m/s

Temperature

-10ºC (263.15ºK)

The density of air ρ

1.3413 kg/56
Table 28. Second simulation conditions

The results of the simulation can be seen in the following table:

Goal Name

Unit

Value

Averaged
Value

Minimum
Value

Maximum
Value

GG Max Total Pressure

[Pa]

102404.8516

102428.2929

102307.5928

102614.407

GG Max Velocity 1

[m/s]

23.8169573

23.01670768

21.24649668

23.84809996

GG Normal Force 1

[N]

14501.3469

18574.15956

12111.72311

26823.95255

GG Normal Force (X) 1 [N]

-14472.01987 -18514.02689 -26619.33079 -12101.44115
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GG Normal Force (Y) 1 [N]

-820.6393312 -1249.926595 -3296.929978 -50.71828707

GG Normal Force (Z) 1 [N]

419.8261422

289.7928927

-98.44273129 528.6849163

GG Force 1

[N]

14538.58569

18614.78222

12146.76088

Drag Force (X) 1

[N]

-14510.64245 -18556.00031 -26668.10908 -12137.14718

GG Force (Y) 1

[N]

-807.1849859 -1234.655324 -3280.107106 -35.7257515

Lift Force (Z)

[N]

400.2275388

GG Torque (X) 1

[N*m]

-47287.25655 -76715.34884 -174084.4604 2187.67747

GG Torque (Y) 1

[N*m]

162737.7991

155470.4985

-60888.94155 340295.6233

GG Torque (Z) 1

[N*m]

95651.80927

78354.92198

29207.54115

271.1581633

26870.09383

-115.8151451 512.7533013

121313.9373

Table 29. Simulation results

After carrying out the simulation, visible results obtained are similar. On the first
simulation obtained and are 9.331x10 and 2.5753x10 respectively. The
results seem logical (icing causes the lift coefficients to be reduced in all cases)[26] as
the simulation is made with a “high” angle of attack due to the impossibility to
change the CAD design (see Figure 54 in the appendix). The higher the angle of
attack the less lift force the turbine has and consequence of this a higher
force drag is obtained. The torque is highest at Z because the tower needs to hold
all the weight of the turbine plus the air. Results would have been different if the
angle of attack would have been lower (2º-18º) as would be much higher
than , as optimal angles of attack are the ones near the maximum lift point [27],
creating movement on the blades and therefore, improving the performance of the
turbine.(Figure 54)
On the second simulation obtained results are 9.903x10 for and
2.1236x10 for . Once again, the results seems logical as the ice make the
blade to loose aerodynamic efficiency. Drag force is 5.7% higher and Lift force is
17.5% lower. Therefore, the wind turbine performance will be worsened in this
specific scenario. Torque in Z is also lowered to 76868.72 N*m, 19.6% less than
first simulation. The decrease in torque is greater at higher tip speed ratios, where
the higher drag caused by the rough ice surface has more significance. The more
blade radius, the more difference in torque. Furthermore, results show how
important the angle of attack is for a wind turbine if the angle is not set correctly,
the turbine will have tremendous potency losses.
In our particular case, the CAD model and software were limiting to create new
simulations with different angles of attack even though it would have been
interesting to find out those different results but thesis length limitations have to be
taken into account also.
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In the following sheets, simulation results can be seen:
Variation of streamlines through wind turbine blades are shown in Figure 44 (closer
flow lines as flow approaches to the turbine)

Figure 44. Streamlines on the wind turbine. (Side view)

In Figure 45, maximum flow speed can be observed when the flow reaches the
turbine as can be seen theoretically in Figure 55.
On the one hand, velocity starts at the highest value and goes steadily decreasing
through the wind tunnel. Also, the pressure reaches his highest level when the flow
arrives at the blades and its minimum just as the fluid passes through the turbine
blades.

Figure 45. Flow trajectory (velocity measurement - Side view).
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Figure 46. Flow trajectory (pressure measurement - side view).

Figure 47. Flow around the wind turbine.

Some studies have shown that power can be reduced in WT typical icing up
to 20% [25] and annual production up to 2%. Moreover, for extreme icing
conditions the loses can reach 17% of the annual energy production (AEP).
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In Figure 48 a side view from the
wind turbine, representing flow
with arrows and showing how the
fluid behaves regarding the turbine
is shown.

Figure 48. Contours and vectors (side view).

Figure 50. Flow around the wind turbine (front
view).

Figure 49. Contours of the wind turbine (back view).

This Figure 49 shows how the fluid moves forward in the wind tunnel, measuring the
velocity of the fluid, as it can be seen, the movement of the blades create a perturbation in
the fluid.
As shown in Figure 51 (Ice accretion on
blades) the flow passes through the
turbine and velocity is measured in the
X-axis along the wind tunnel.
Generally, most of the falling ice is
concentrated at the front of the rotor.
(Figure 56).
Figure 51. Flow around iced blades ( measurement of Velocity in X-axis).
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5 CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of the current study was to determinate how the ice accretion on the
blade affects the WT and also see how and are influenced. Furthermore, the
most important de-icing and anti-icing systems were gathered explaining the best
and the worst of each technology.
Several methods for ice detection and deicing systems can be applied to wind
turbines according to various factors as the budget of the project, localization,
height, atmospheric conditions, WT uptime time, characteristics of the WT…
Each case needs to be carefully studied for choosing the optimal WT deicing/antiicing system which will end up in costs savings for the project and in the long run,
great benefits.
For this reason, there is not the perfect de-icing or anti-icing systems, it needs to be
designated based on working conditions and project objectives/viability.
Ice detection systems should go along with a de-icing/anti-icing systems control
strategy to optimize the system. Otherwise, having an independent ice
detection/de-icing system may only solve the ice accretion issue somewhat,
achieving a modest improvement in the power output and a too high payback
period.
Moreover, it has to be taken into account that technology is evolving fast and new
methods will arise as solutions to tackle this problem as companies are making large
investments in R&D to fight the climate change.
On the one hand, WT typical icing at high elevations can be power reduced up to
20% and annual production up to 2%. The most noticeable icing effect is produced
at the tip blade part as it has higher velocities and reaches a higher height. For
intense and severe icing conditions the loses can achieve 17% of the annual energy
production.
On the other hand, the extracted results expectations from the simulations have
been met (drag increased 5.7% and the lift has decreased by 17.5%) as are logical
and between expected boundaries. Other values as fatigue and different angles of
attack would have been interesting to be added.
All in all, to increase the benefits of wind turbines plants in cold climate markets, it
is absolutely necessary to install a de-icing or anti-icing system to reduce the
uncertainty regarding WT performance in icing conditions. Otherwise, energy
production will not be taking advantage of the fact that installing a wind turbine in a
cold climate market will provide more energy generation.
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5.1

PERSPECTIVES

Renewable energies are becoming the most productive and competent sources of
energy and a huge growth is expected in the upcoming years, especially in wind
energy. Major investments are continuously made by companies to improve the
performance of the turbines and their icing systems in cold climate regions.
Due to the limitations that fossil fuels have, progressively renewable energies will
take the place of fossil fuels. Generating energy from sustainable resources, which
generates no pollution or harm to the environment, is utterly necessary for combat
climate change.
Taking measures to avoid climate change will bring new necessary changes to
protect the planet. That transformation will provide freedom to improve our world,
creating a new greater well-being situation.
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APPENDIX

a) COEFFICIENTS OF LIFT AND DRAG
LIFT FORCE

LIFT COEFFICIENT

∙ ∙

∙

?@
A
∙C∙0 ∙D B
B

∙>

= How effectively the wings turn available dynamic pressure (kinetic energy) into lift
(adimensional).

DRAG FORCE

∙ ∙

DRAG COEFFICIENT

∙

?E
A
∙C∙0 ∙D B
B

∙>

= How much of the pressure (Kinetic energy) is converted to drag. (adimensional).

b) POWER – WIND SPEED RELATION

Figure 52. Example height/power relation (hig.se)
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c) POWER COEFFICIENT - TIP SPEED RATIO RELATION

Figure 53. Power coefficient - tip speed ratio relation

d) ANGLE OF ATTACK – CL/CD RATIO

Figure 54. Angle of attack – cl/cd ratio

e) MODELLED WIND TUNNEL

Figure 55. Modelled wind tunnel
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f) FLOW AROUND AN IDEAL WIND TURBINE

Figure 56. Sketch of flow around the ideal wind turbine

g) DISTRIBUTION OF ICE THROW AROUND WIND TURBINE

Figure 57. Distribution of ice throw around the turbine
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